
Term 4, Week 4
Friday 29 October 2021

Upcoming Dates
Tuesday 23 November:
Year 6 Orientation Day OHS
Monday 15 November:
Swimming everyday
Wednesday 15 December:
Presentation Day

Principal News
Today we celebrate and thank our
amazing teachers for World
Teacher Day!

I would like to recognise the hard
work and dedication of Mr Trice
and Mrs Pfeiffer. They have spent
the term building respectful and
resilient learners so that we can

improve student learning
outcomes for all students.
Not only would I like to thank the
students' current teachers, but ALL
the wonderful teachers that have
worked at Lowanna over the years.

Teaching is a wonderfully
rewarding career and we love
seeing students grow and their
learning improve every day!

Harmonie Dal-Bon
Principal

Lowanna Red News

This week we started colouring-in
mindfulness after lunch on
Tuesdays and Thursdays while still
having our relaxation (calming
music and a lay down) on the other
days. We are working on relaxing
our body and mind during this time
after high energy lunch activities. It
allows students to get their brain
ready for more learning.

“We really enjoy having this time to
lay down and rest” (Skyla)

“We can be calm” (Kelly)

“I can relax” (Emmett)



“We lay down” (Alice)

“We relax and for our brain to
grow” (Jake)

“We sleep” (Eliza)

Mrs Pfeiffer

Lowanna Blue News

Lowanna blue has had a hard
working week. Students have been
writing great sentences each
morning for our ‘sentence of the
day’ using nouns, adjectives, verbs
and adverbs from visual prompts
and working collaboratively to
refine and improve these.

We have also started brushing our
teeth in the morning to ensure
good dental hygiene. The class has
been very receptive to this,
enjoying the new addition to our
morning routine.

Our goal for the upcoming week is
building resilience to enable all
students in the class to extend their
learning times.

The class enjoyed soccer this week
with Helen. This was shown by
greater participation and
engagement from all students and
I couldn’t have been prouder!

Lastly, I would like to thank my
fellow teachers for world teacher
day. It is always a pleasure to turn
up to work with such a great cohort
with a special Thankyou to Ms
Dal-Bon for her support and



leadership since I have arrived at
Lowanna P.S

Mr Trice

Making sure we have healthy
teeth!

A new Principal?

Mufti Fun


